
LLC "ImkoniYat Sakhovat"

Urgench, Khorezm Region, Uzbekistan

Investment proposal for cooperation with potential investors from India on creation of

Joint ventur. on proa.r.tion of pharmaceutical products and items for medical purposes

Importance.NowadaysthepharmaceuticalsectorofUzbekistanisquicklygrowingsectorofthe
economy, annual production of pharmaceutical products is increased averagely at 21-23 Yo' But

the share of import of pharmaceuticals still remains high' The local production of

pharmaceuticals cover s onry z5o/o of the pharmaceuticar market, there is no local production of

oncological, anti-diabetic drugs, there are no medicines for emergency medical care' and modern

medicines based on bio and nano technologies are missing'

At the same timq. the state granted a number of privileges to local producers of medicines' they

were released before January l,2o2l from a number of taxes, in the newly created free economic

zones for pharmaceuticals, tax privileges are granted for a longer period, and land is provided for

re-injected pharmaceutical production'

One of the local initiators for the creation of pharmacy production is LI-C "Imkoniyat Sahovat"

(Urgench, Khorezm region, Uzbekistan), which is searching for a potential foreign partner'

LLC "Imkoniyat sahovat" has at its disposal production premises with a total area of 9'2

thousand square meters, the height of the premises is 7 meters, the building is prepared for the

instaration of equipment (there is a necessary floor screed, the roof is covered completely

according to the production requirements), office premises are finishing work'

Initially, these facilities were planned to accommodate modern production facilities for the

production of ampoule firling medicines, infusion sorutions and sorid form preparations (tablets

and capsules). According to the project, there is a scheme for iocating rooms and equipment for

GMP requirements, equipment was selected, contract negotiations with equipment manufacturers

from China were carried out.

The total contractual cost of the equipment left is 6,444,421US dollars'

The contribution of LLC "Imkoniyat sahovat to the investment project on pharmaceutical items

production is providing with production afea, expenditure towards the preparation of assembling

and hook-up and start-up of the equipment, expenditure towards connection to the engineering

communications(gas, water, electro energy connections)'



Expected contribution from foreisn side.'covering the expenditure towards equipment from

china or alternate sorution on equiprnent supply incruding 'ocrean rooms", technology of

production and, orgarization of management, working out the pharmaceutical items'

Contact person for additional information is

Bekzod Rakhmonov (tel: +998 98 577 75 85:'

email: bek2005-8 1 @mail'ru)


